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Abstract

Background subtraction is a basic problem for change

detection in videos and also the first step of high-level com-

puter vision applications. Most background subtraction

methods rely on color and texture feature. However, due to

illuminations changes in different scenes and affections of

noise pixels, those methods often resulted in high false pos-

itives in a complex environment. To solve this problem, we

propose an adaptive background subtraction model which

uses a novel Local SVD Binary Pattern (named LSBP) fea-

ture instead of simply depending on color intensity. This

feature can describe the potential structure of the local re-

gions in a given image, thus, it can enhance the robustness

to illumination variation, noise, and shadows. We use a

sample consensus model which is well suited for our LS-

BP feature. Experimental results on CDnet 2012 dataset

demonstrate that our background subtraction method using

LSBP feature is more effective than many state-of-the-art

methods.

1. Introduction

Segment moving foreground objects from a mostly stat-

ic background is a fundamental problem in many comput-

er vision tasks such as visual surveillance, traffic control,

medical image processing [25], object identification [23]

and tracking. Accurate segmentation results can signifi-

cantly improve the overall performance of the application

employing it. Background subtraction is generally regarded

as an effective method for extracting the foreground, and it

has moved forward from simply comparing a static back-

ground frame with current frame to establishing a sophisti-

cated background model of the scene with periodic updates.

As we know, illumination variation is one of the major chal-

lenges in background subtraction.

Generally, background subtraction is composed of two

modules: reference model construction and feature repre-
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sentation. The main objective of reference model construc-

tion is to obtain an effective and efficient background model

for foreground object detection. In the past decade, a very

popular background model is to model each pixel with a

mixture of Gaussians[20], proposed by Stauffer and Grim-

son. As further development, more elaborate and recur-

sive update techniques are discussed in [26]. In the ViBe

[1] and PBAS [9] presented a sample based classification

model that maintained a fixed number of samples for each

pixel and classified a new observation as background when

it matched with a predefined number of samples. In [5],

Elgammal et al. proposed kernel density estimate (KDE)

technique that has been successfully applied to background

subtraction. In [14], Maddalena et al. proposed a self-

organizing artificial neural network for background subtrac-

tion (SOBS). A more detailed discussion of these conven-

tional techniques can be found in recent surveys [3].

The goal of feature representation is to effectively re-

flect the intrinsic structural properties of scene pixels. Col-

or intensities are commonly used to characterize local pixel

representations in pixel-based models. Color features on-

ly reflect the visual perception properties of scene pixels,

and often ignore the spatial information between adjacent

pixels, resulting in the sensitivity to noise and illumination

changes.

For introducing the spatial information, a classic method

[7] use local binary pattern(LBP) descriptors to handle il-

lumination variation and nosie. LBP [7] feature is invari-

ant to local illumination variations such as cast shadow be-

cause LBP is obtained by comparing local pixels values.

The original LBP operator labels the pixels of an image by

thresholding the 3 × 3-neighborhood of each pixel with the

center value and considering the result as a binary string.

It is a powerful mean of texture descriptors. The Center-

Symmetric LBP was proposed in [8] to further improve

the computational efficiency. In [21], Tan and Triggs ex-

tended LBP to LTP (Local Ternary Pattern) by thresholding

the graylevel differences with a small value, to enhance the

effectiveness on flat image regions. Scale-Invariant Local

Ternary Pattern (SILTP) [11] utilizes only one single LBP-
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like pattern as feature, it can be used directly at the pix-

el level to detect illumination changes. Center Symmetric

Spatio-Temporal Local Ternary Pattern (CS-STLTP) [12]

is designed to compactly encode the video bricks against

illumination variations. Local Binary Similarity Pattern

(LBSP) [2] introduced inter and intra LBSP information in

background model to enhance the discriminability. Chen

et al. [4] proposed a powerful and robust local descriptor

named the Weber Local Descriptor (WLD) used for texture

classification and face detection. Qi et al. [16] extend the

traditional LBP feature to a pairwise rotation invariant co-

occurrence LBP feature used for dynamic texture and scene

recognition and dynamic facial expression recognition.

In this paper, we present an efficient background sub-

traction model using novel Local SVD Binary Pattern fea-

ture (named LSBP), it handles illumination variations on

the feature level. Our work is motivated by Heikkilä and

Pietikäinen [7]. Their method can improve robustness a-

gainst illumination variations and reduce false classifica-

tions caused by camouflaged foreground objects. Howev-

er, LBP operator is not robust to local image noises when

neighboring pixels are similar. In this work, we extend LBP

with Local singular value decomposition (SVD) operator.

As we know, local binary patterns are not numerical values,

they are binary strings. As a result, traditional numerical

value based methods, either GMM-like [26] or KDE-like

[5], can not be used directly for modeling local patterns

into background. Therefore we introduce sample consen-

sus(SACON) model [24] to fit our patterns. This model is

well suited for the description of pixels via complex fea-

tures. In our method, each pixel is modeled by LSBP fea-

ture and color intesnsity separately, and we have verified its

effectiveness against illumination variations and noises.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are: (1)

we propose a novel LSBP feature descriptor, it has the abili-

ty to gain the potential structures of local regions, it also in-

hibit the effect of illumination changes especially cast shad-

ows and noise; (2) we introduce an efficient background

subtraction model using LSBP and evaluate this model on

the CDnet2012 dataset [6]. Experiment results show that

our model outperforms several state-of-the-art methods.

2. Local SVD Binary Pattern

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is proved to be a powerful

and fast local image descriptor [15]. It offers an effective

way of analyzing textures. The encoding is monotonically

invariant to gray scale transforms. However, the LBP op-

erator is not robust to local image noises when neighboring

pixels are similar [13, 11]. So we need to introduce other

more robustness characteristics to extend LBP.

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a generalization

of the Eigen decomposition which can be used to analyze

rectangular matrices (the Eigen-decomposition is defined

Figure 1: Comparing illumination variations maps. Row (1): in-

put image, row (2): our local structural invariant maps, row (3):

LBP map. Note that potential structure almost unchanged under

different illumination condition, but LBP suffered from sudden il-

lumination variations showed in red box.

only for squared matrix). Paper [10] uses normalized co-

efficients of SVD on local intensities as its illumination-

invariant face representation. They utilize the Lambertian

model which defines the pixel value as a product of re-

flectance and illumination components. SVD face values

are identical in illuminated, penumbra, and umbra areas on

the same object. Paper [22] defined two measures to dif-

ferentiation of image features based on SVD coefficients,

that two measures are not sensitive to local perturbation-

s, changes in lighting. We can see that SVD coefficients

(i.e., singular values) are likely to reveal the illumination-

invariant characteristics. Therefore, we try to apply SVD

to local regions. We define block B (centered by(x, y)) of

M ×M pixels:

B(x, y) = UΣV T (1)

where U and V are orthogonal matrixes; Σ = diag

(λ1, λ2, ..., λn) is a nonnegative diagonal matrix with de-

creasing entries along the diagonal, it is called the singular

values of B(x, y). And Σ is used as the invariant to con-

struct normalized coefficients of SVD on local color inten-

sities. We first use a 3 × 3 block as an unresolved SVD

matrix and obtain the singular values, then we divide the

second and third diagonal singular values (λ2, λ3) by the

largest first one λ1, finally sum these two values as an ex-

pression of local structural invariant. We define this scalar

at each pixel position for a given frame as:

g(x, y) =

M
∑

j=2

λ̃j , and λ̃j = λj/λ1 (2)

where λj indicates the jth singular value. Figure.1 shows

the local structural invariant of local SVD. Note that po-
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tential structure almost unchanged under different illumina-

tion condition, but LBP suffered from sudden illumination

changes showed in red box.

Inspired by [10], we prove that normalized coefficient

of SVD about local region pixels are illumination-invariant.

According to Lambertian model, an image acquired by a

camera, the intensity (V (x, y)) at 2D image position (x, y)
can be defined by the product of the illumination compo-

nent I(x, y) and reflectance component of the object surface

F (x, y) [19]:

V (x, y) = I(x, y)× F (x, y) (3)

I(x, y) is computed as the amount of light power per

receiving object surface area and it is a function of α, α
is angle between the direction of the light source and the

object surface normal [19]:

Illuminated area : I(x, y) = ca + cp · cos(α)
Penumbra area : I(x, y) = ca + t(x, y) · cp · cos(α)
Umbra area : I(x, y) = ca

(4)

where ca is intensities of ambient light; cp is intensities of

light source; t is transition inside the penumbra which de-

pends on the light source and scene geometry, and (0 ≤
t(x, y) ≤ 1). Now, we denote Bi, Bp, Bu as three small

image blocks of M ×M pixels, they come from the same

region under illuminated, penumbra (a soft transition from

dark to bright), and umbra (without any light from the light

source) conditions, respectively. Note that F (x, y) is in-

variant for three light conditions based on the assumptions

in [19]. We thought that I(x1, y1) is very close to I(x2, y2)
where (x1, y1), (x2, y2) ∈ Bk(x, y), k ∈{i, p, u} based on

the assumption that light source intensity cp is high. Note

that ca, t, cp and α can be seen as approximate constants

in a small image block . We can redefine the equation of a

small image block as follows:

Bp = Cp ·Bi, Bu = Cu ·Bi (5)

then, we apply SVD to each small image block (5): Bk =
UkΣkVk

T , get the singular values and describe the relation-

ship between the three samll blocks as follows:

Σp = Cp · Σi, Σu = Cu · Σi (6)

where Σk = diag(λk
1
, λk

2
, ..., λk

N ), k ∈ {i, p, u}.
Based on (5), (3) and (4), we know

Cp = Vp/Vi = (Ip × Fp)/(Ii × Fi) = Ip/Ii

= (ca + t · cp · cos(α))/(ca + cp · cos(α))
(7)

Cu =Vu/Vi = (Iu × Fu)/(Ii × Fi) = Iu/Ii

=ca/(ca + cp · cos(α))
(8)

LSBP 8-bit string 16-bit string

CDnet 2012 0.7592 0.7671

Table 1: Overall results in F1 with different bits of LSBP feature.

According (2) and (6), we can clearly obtained the follow-

ing equations:

gi(x, y) =

M
∑

j=2

λi
j/λ

i
1

(9)

gp(x, y) =
M
∑

j=2

λp
j/λ

p
1
=

M
∑

j=2

(Cp ·λ
i
j)/(Cp ·λ

i
1
) = gi(x, y)

(10)

gu(x, y) =

M
∑

j=2

λu
j /λ

u
1
=

M
∑

j=2

(Cu ·λ
i
j)/(Cu ·λ

i
1
) = gi(x, y)

(11)

Based on the above description, we can conclude that nor-

malized coefficient of SVD about small region pixels are

illumination-invariant.

Through Equation (2), we obtained local structural in-

variant of each pixel for every frame, then we use it to ex-

tend LBP to LSBP. The principle of LSBP is to compare a

central point value with neighbor values and check whether

they are similar or not. And local structural invariant is ap-

plied for central point value and neighbor values. Texture

at point (xc, yc) is modeled using a local neighborhood of

radius R, which is sampled at P points. The LSBP binary

string at a given location (xc, yc) can be derived from the

following formula:

LSBP (xc, yc) =

p−1
∑

p=0

s(ip, ic)2
p (12)

where ic is the central point value obtained from Equation

(2), ip represents the N-neighborhood point value also ob-

tained from Equation (2). τ is the similarity threshold which

is set to 0.05 in this paper. S(·) is a sign function defined as

follows:

s(ip, ic) =

{

0 if |ip − ic| ≤ τ
1 otherwise

(13)

We test our pixel models using LSBP8,1(P = 8, R = 1)
and LSBP16,4(P = 16, R = 4) respectively, and the ex-

perimental results are shown in Table 1. We can see LSBP

with 16-bit string is more discriminative than 8-bit vector in

the task of change detection.

We also take a comparison experiment between LBP and

LSBP, the result is exhibited in Figure. 2, where the select-

ed background pixel is similar to its neighborhood, and the

statistics of the pixel processes (300 frames) with LBP and
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a b c

Figure 2: Comparison of LBP and LSBP features for two background pixels on real video. (a) Shows a frame from "tramstop" video,

with two marked pixels. (b) and (c) are the histograms of two pixels from frames overtime, with LBP and LSBP descriptors respectively

(300frames counted).

a b c d

Figure 3: Comparison of LBP and LSBP features with shadow. (a) and (b) are two frames from the "busStation" video, with two 10 × 10

regions drawn. Regions contain the same background with and without shadows. (c) LBP histogram of two regions. (d) LSBP histograms

of two regions.

LSBP descriptors are displayed. The results demonstrate

that the LBP is more variable than LSBP, and the latter is

almost invariant among all the 300 frames counted.

In Figure. 3, the same 10 × 10 region in two frames

with and without shadows were compared. As can be seen

from the histograms, for background with and without shad-

ows, the LSBP operator performs perfectly, almost not in-

fluenced by shadows as only a few patterns being differen-

t between the two marked image regions, while LBP his-

togram shows larger difference.

Experiment results in [18] show that only using LBP

comparisons usually does not fit in noisy or blurred regions.

Therefore, label assignment should also rely on color inten-

sity comparisons in order to reduce the false negative rate

of our final method.

In summary, for our pixel-level modeling, we define a s-

ingle background pixel description using both LSBP binary

strings and color intensities. When trying to match curren-

t frame with background model, we need to compare col-

or value with the background samples using L1 distance,

meanwhile compare LSBP binary string with the back-

ground samples using Hamming distance (XOR). There-

fore, to consider a current pixel similar to a background

sample, both color value and LSBP binary string should be

matched correctly.

3. Modeling Background using Local SVD Bi-

nary Pattern

To segment the foreground (FG) / background (BG) cor-

rectly, we think about construct reference model in a pixel-

based manner. But local texture patterns are not numerical

values, they have local ordering relationships. So tradition-

al numerical value based methods (GMM [26], KDE [5]

etc.) can not be used directly for modeling LSBP into back-

ground. Fortunately, sample consensus (e.g ViBe [1], PBAS

[9]) model is very well suited for the description of pixels

via complex features. Inspired by [9], we develop a sample

consensus model that is suitable for LSBP descriptors.

The overview of our method is presented in Figure.4.

The central component of our method is the FG/BG clas-

sifications block which decides a new observation for or

against foreground based on the current frame and back-

ground model B(x, y). This classification is based on the

per-pixel threshold R(x, y) and HLSBP . In our method,

each pixel P (x, y) is modeled by an array of N recent-

ly observed background samples, the samples contain both

BIntindex(x, y) and BLSBPindex(x, y).

B(x, y) = {B1(x, y), ..., Bindex(x, y), ..., BN (x, y)}
(14)

Index represent the sequence number of background sam-
ples. N is the number of samples in background model.
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Figure 4: Illustration of framework of the proposed method.

And N is used to balance the sensitivity and precision of
sample-based methods. To classify a pixel at coordinate
(x, y), the current frame should be matched against their
samples. The pixel value Int(x, y) and LSBP (x, y) value
are both need to be matched correctly. We call this com-
bined verification.

(H(LSBP (x, y), BLSBP index(x, y)) ≤ HLSBP )

&&(L1dist(Int(x, y), BIntindex(x, y)) < R(x, y))
(15)

The logic value of Equation (15) equals 1 demonstrates

we get a match. ♯min is the minimum count of matches

needed for classification. Like[1][9], we fixed ♯min = 2

for our method to be a reasonable balance between noise

resistance and computational complexity. For LSBP com-

parison, we use Hamming distance (XOR) operator similar

to [18], and we fixed Hamming distance threshold HLSBP

as 4. Int(x, y) is the color intensity at (x, y). R(x, y) is

the per-pixel color intensity distance threshold. For highly

dynamic areas, R(x, y) should be higher, and for static re-

gions, R(x, y) should be lower. Because using L2 distance

to calculate the similarity between two 3-channel samples is

time-consuming, we select simpler L1 distance for the color

intensity comparison.

Furthermore, the background model need to be updat-

ed over time, it allows for gradual background changes

add to the background model depending on a per-pixel

update parameter T (x, y). We update our pixel model-

s using a conservative, stochastic approach similar to [9].

Conservative means only update the pixel which is clas-

sified as background. Then, for a pixel P (x, y) classi-

fied as background, stochastic update means that for cer-

tain random select index, the corresponding background

model values (BIntindex(x, y) and BLSBPindex(x, y))
are replaced by the current pixel value Int(x, y) and LS-

BP value LSBP (x, y) respectively. And this update is on-

ly realized with probability p = 1/T (x, y). The higher

T (x, y), the less likely a pixel will be updated. At the same

Algorithm 1 Background Subtraction for FG/BG segmen-

tation using LSBP feature.

Initialization:

1: for each pixel of the first N frames do

2: Extract the LSBP descriptor for each pixels using E-

quation (12)

3: Push color intensities into BIntindex(x, y) and LS-

BP features into BLSBPindex(x, y) as the back-

ground model

4: Compute dmin(x, y) for each pixel.

5: end for

Mainloop:

6: for each pixel of newly appearing frame do

7: Extract Int(x, y) and LSBP (x, y)
8: end for

9: matches ← 0
10: index ← 0
11: for each pixel in current frame do

12: while ((index ≤ N) && (matches < ♯min)) do

13: computer L1dist(Int(x, y), BIntindex(x, y))
and H(LSBP (x, y), BLSBPindex(x, y))

14: if ((L1dist(x, y) < R(x, y))&&(H(x, y) ≤
HLSBP )) then

15: matches + = matches
16: end if

17: index + = index
18: end while

19: if (matches < ♯min) then

20: Foreground
21: else

22: Background
23: end if

24: end for

time, we also random update one samples of randomly-
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selected 8-neighboring pixel of P (x, y) with the probabili-

ty of 1/T (x, y), the background model at this neighboring

pixel are replaced by its current color intensity and LSBP

value.

Both the two per-pixel thresholds (R(x, y) and T (x, y))
are dynamically changed based on an estimate of the

background dynamics dmin(x, y) inspired by [9]. At

first, besides saving an array of recently observed pix-

el values and LSBP strings in the background model

B(x, y), we also create an array D(x, y) = {D1(x, y),
...,Dindex(x, y),...,DN (x, y)} of minimal decision dis-

tances. Whenever an update of Bindex(x, y) is carried

out, the currently observed minimal distance dmin(x, y) =

minindexdist(Int(x, y), BInt(x, y)) is written to this ar-

ray: Dindex(x, y)← dmin(x, y). Thus, we create a history

of minimal decision distances. The average of these val-

ues dmin(x, y) = 1/N
∑

index Dindex(x, y) is a measure of

the background dynamics. Other parameters are fixed in

the experiments, including the size of block 3 × 3, simi-

lar thresholding τ = 0.05, Hamming distance thresholding

HLSBP = 4, others similar settings in [9]. Per-channel FG

/ BG segmentation using both LSBP feature and color in-

tensity is present in Algorithm 1. When the number of

samples (index) is less than N and the matches less than

♯min, continue the loop. Otherwise, we enter the classi-

fication step: if the matches less than ♯min, the observa-

tion is classified as foreground, else as background. Note

that P (x, y): pixel at coordinate (x, y); Int(x, y): current

pixel value at P (x, y); LSBP (x, y): current LSBP string

at P (x, y); BIntindex(x, y): pixel value of number index

background sample at P (x, y); BLSBPindex(x, y): LSBP

string of number index background sample at P (x, y).

4. Experimental Results

We evaluate our method on the CDnet 2012 database

which provided for the Change Detection [6]. This database

features 31 real-world sequences including six different cat-

egories: baseline, camera jitter, dynamic background, inter-

mittent object motion, shadow and thermal. Manually la-

beled ground truth is available for all scenarios and is used

for performance evaluation.

We compare the proposed method with the six classi-

cal state-of-the-art pixel-based background subtraction al-

gorithms: Gaussian Mixture Model by Zivkovic (GMM)

[26], the improved adaptive KDE by Elgammal [5], SOBS

[14], ViBe [1], SuBSENSE [18] and PBAS [9]. To pro-

vide a better understanding about the classification result-

s, typical segmentation results for various sequences of the

CDnet2012 dataset are shown in Figure.5. We select the fol-

lowing sences: "highway" and "PETS2006" from the "base-

line" category, "copyMachine" from "shadow", "overpass"

from "dynamicBackground", "sofa" from "intermittentOb-

ject Motion". Segmentation results of PBAS, SuBSENSE,

GMM and KDE methods are obtained from BGSlibrary

[17], result of SOBS is come from the CDNET public web-

site.

The "highway" sequences contain dynamic branches and

leaves and their shadows on the ground surface, the color of

the car often similar to the ground (dark gray) or shadows

(black). They should be tolerated in foreground detection.

The proposed method separated the background and fore-

ground satisfactorily. The results have shown that the oth-

er methods also can provide good performance in handling

such non-stationary background, SuBSENSE is relatively

better.

"CopyMachine" is a indoor sense but contain intensive

light from outdoor. There are shadows about curtains and

persons, and the people stand for a while then walk forward.

From the results shown in Figure.5 in second column, we

can know that this is a challenge problem. The results have

shown that the proposed method has detected the person

quite well in such an environment. SOBS and GMM can

mot get the complete foreground results of the person.

"PETS2006" is a environment of railway station. Every

frame contains people, they are walk up and down. Soft

shadows of moving persons cast on the ground from differ-

ent directions. The proposed method has obtained the satis-

factory results in this environments, detected and removed

shadows successfully. In this video SuBSENSE obtained

the best results.

"Overpass" which contains dynamic Background, shows

pedestrians passing int front of a tree shaken by the wind.

This is a challenge sence.In this cases, the proposed method

can yield superior performance than the several former

works in terms of the test results. But no one get the com-

plete foreground. Result of SOBS in this video is much

better than others.

"Sofa" sequences contain challenge about intermitten-

t Object Motion. There are two person move around, then

stop for a short while. One person is seen wearing a dark

color trousers which is similar to the color of the sofa. The

results shown that the proposed method has detected the

persons quite well in such an environment. PBAS and SuB-

SENSE also got good results.

Visually, the results of proposed method look better and

are the closest to ground-truth references. This is confirmed

by the results of quantitative evaluation.

With standardized evaluation tools, we can easily com-

pare our results to other state-of-the-art methods based on

the following official metrics: recall (Re), precision (Pr) and

F-measure (F1). Recall, also known as detection rate, gives

the percentage of detected true positives as compared to the

total number of true positives in the ground truth

recall =
TP

TP + FN
(16)

where TP is the total number of true positives, and FN is
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Figure 5: Typical segmentation results for various sequences of the CDnet2012 dataset; row (1) shows input frame, row (2) shows

groundtruth, (3) shows GMM results, (4) SOBS results, (5) ViBE results, (6) PBAS results, (7) SuBSENSE results, (8) Our results. From

left to right, the sequences are highway (baseline), copyMachine (shadow), PETS2006 (baseline), overpass(dynamic Background), sofa

(intermittent Object Motion).

the total number of false negatives, which accounts for the

number of foreground pixels incorrectly classified as back-

ground.

precision =
TP

TP + FP
(17)

Precision, also known as positive prediction, that gives the

percentage of detected true positives as compared to the to-

tal number of pixels detected by the method, is generally

used in conjunction with the recall. Where FP is the total

number of false positives. Generally, a method is consid-

ered good if it reaches high recall values, without sacrificing

precision. So, F-measure (F1) metric also adopted, that is

mainly used to compare the performance of different meth-

ods which ensures the segmentation accuracy by balance
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Scenarios Recall Precision F1

Baseline 0.9535 0.9465 0.9289

Camera Jitter 0.7375 0.7495 0.7332

Dynamic Background 0.7197 0.7875 0.6924

Intermittent Object Motion 0.6827 0.6920 0.5873

Shadow 0.9193 0.8568 0.8865

Thermal 0.7821 0.8805 0.7741

Overall 0.7991 0.8188 0.7671

Table 2: Results for our method of the 2012 CDnet dataset.

Methods Recall Precision F1

GMM[26] 0.7108 0.7012 0.6623

KDE[5] 0.7442 0.6843 0.6719

SOBS[14] 0.7882 0.7179 0.7159

ViBe[1] 0.6821 0.7357 0.6683

SuBSENSE[18] 0.8280 0.8580 0.8260

PBAS[9] 0.7840 0.8160 0.7532

Our method 0.7991 0.8188 0.7671

Table 3: Comparison using Recall, Precision and F1 performance

measures with six different methods on the 2012 CDnet dataset.

recall and precision. The F1 is defined as:

F1 = 2
recall · precision

recall + precision
=

2TP

2TP + FN + FP
(18)

In Table 2, we exhibit our average result of each cate-

gory in CDnet 2012 dataset. As a whole, we can see that

the "shadow" and "thermal" categories exhibit the best im-

provements while the "dynamicbackground" and "baseline"

categories seem to perform at a level comparable to PBAS

(most likely as a side-effect of the increased recall). As a

side note, PBAS is one of the best methods according to

the evaluation results on the CDnet 2012, SuBSENSE is the

first place in CDnet 2014 in terms of F1 at present.

In Table 3 we present the overall averaged results of our

method, lined up with the other state-of-the-art algorithms.

The Results show that our LSBP-based background subtrac-

tion method outperforms most of them except SuBSENSE.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed an adaptive background subtraction

method, it used a novel Local SVD Binary Pattern. Our

method outperformed several state-of-the-art algorithms.

Experiments have demonstrated that incorporated LSBP

feature in our adaptive pixel-based sample consensus

method could enhance robustness to illumination changes,

shadows and noise. For future work, we will apply LSBP

Experimental results under comparison are come from paper [9, 18].

features for pixel-level feedback scheme which automat-

ically adjusts internal sensitivity to change and update rates.
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